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In 2019 the world of video is continuing to grow and 
change in many ways, and a lot of companies in the 
media industry, but also beyond, have doubled down 
on their online video efforts. More and more users, a 
wider variety of platforms, devices and new codecs 
have appeared on the horizon, but fortunately we have 
also seen some old technologies fade away. Along with 
these changes have come new challenges, new layers of 
complexity but to be honest, this is nothing new for the 
video industry. In a way, many things have not changed. 
Customers are still demanding higher and higher 
quality. They are still looking for the best experience 
imaginable. They are still expecting video to play on a 
wide variety of devices.

Bitmovin was founded on the belief that flexibility, 
portability and power placed in the hands of video 
developers in the form of API driven, software based 
video infrastructure is the future of online video delivery. 
And we still believe that.

In 2019 we have made major steps towards meeting 
all of these challenges, both by pro actively building 
solutions to avoid upcoming roadblocks - like better 

encoding efficiency using AV1, or Per-Title Encoding 
- and by building software to solve existing problems 
as our customers meet them - like playing video on all 
types of devices and platforms, or analyzing the last 
mile performance thereof. 

We have grown this year. We have welcomed many 
new customers from a range of industry segments, like 
media, broadcast and cable & telco companies, as well 
as non-media customers in the space of social media, 
education, healthcare, and many more. It’s amazing 
how omnipresent video has become on the Internet. We 
have also welcomed many new team members in our 
various locations around the world, and we have seen 
the direct benefits of this growth through improvements 
in our customers support, solutions capabilities, 
products and documentation.

Whether you are already a customer, or perhaps curious 
about what Bitmovin can offer, I encourage you to 
browse through this magazine, get to know us, and feel 
free to contact us directly to discuss anything at all 
about video.

Bitmovin’s API based products 
help developers around the 
world solve the most complex 
video problems with cloud native 
software that runs anywhere.

Shaping the
Future of Video

Stefan Lederer
Founder, CEO

Chris Mueller,
Founder, CTO

Shaping the Future of Video
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Netflix-style VOD with high-quality adaptive 
streaming will come to the masses, leveling the 
playing field for consumer expectations. Per-
Title Encoding, where encoding parameters 
are automatically determined by the type of 
content, was once only available for big names 
in the industry. In 2019, we expect to see it 
being used increasingly by everyone in order 
to optimize the quality for every single piece 
of content. Eventually, we see it replacing fixed 
bitrate ladder setups across the board. With 
the widespread adoption comes the need to 
implement new ad-supported use cases and new 
standards to support them.

2018 was an eventful year for the video streaming industry as a whole, especially for us here at Bitmovin! We introduced 
many new cutting-edge features including launching one of the first publicly released commercial AV1 encoders, Per-Title 
Encoding, Three-Pass Encoding, a brand new modular player and more. We’re proud to be at the forefront of shaping 
the future of online video delivery. High quality VOD services, immersive live streaming experiences and the ever-growing 
importance obf video on social media make this a particularly exciting time for our industry.

There is no doubt that 2019 will see even more demand for video streaming innovation. Driven by growing trends such as 
live sports streaming direct-to-fans and studios launching direct-to-consumer online streaming services, video streaming 
is poised for continued exponential growth. The role technology has to play within this process is to enable content 
owners to enhance and differentiate the experience for their consumers.

Bitmovin has been an innovative leader in bringing ground-breaking technology to mass-market applications. Our 
solutions form the backbone for content distribution ecosystems of all sizes and serve as a major driver in elevating 
content delivery quality to the next level. 2019 is going to be an exciting year in our industry, with a couple of major leaps 
in technology lined up to really impact the way we experience video online. Here are our top 6 picks of major trends in 
video streaming which we think will help shape the next 12 months

Our industry has always been super-focused 
on video quality. Tackling latency will become 
a bigger priority in 2019, fueled by heightened 
expectations for live sports experiences. We 
expect low latency streaming over HTTP to get 
its first big deployments and start seeing support 
from the major CDNs. Up until now, we haven’t 
seen large-scale low latency deployments due to 
limitations in support. Every single component 
within the chain of delivery (encoder, CDN, 
player) needs to be optimized for low latency to 
ensure robust experience. Analytics are going 
to play a crucial role in the process, as real-
time settings adjustments are required to keep 
latency times as low as possible. For viewers, low 
latency streaming will serve to provide an even 
more immersive viewing experience, especially 
for live sports, gaming and interactive streaming 
applications. With the tech in place, we expect to 
see exciting new use cases emerging before long.

Per-Title Encoding being 
adopted on a broad scale

Low-Latency Streaming 
becoming a priority

Trends in Online Video for 2019

1.
2.

Table of Contents

Trends in Online Video for 2019
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Multi-cloud and hybrid cloud environments 
have been a key trend for the past few years, 
as the move towards SaaS has continued to 
impact most industries. In the world of video 
content delivery, which is naturally heavy on 
the consumption of computing resources, 
cloud-based encoding has become a widely 
used practice. With the emergence of highly 
capable orchestration services like Kubernetes, 
making use of the technology is growing easier 
for IT departments and we are quickly seeing 
containerization becoming a big part of IT 
infrastructures. Container-based encoding 
solutions benefit from this overall trend and 
there is no doubt we will see it continue in 
2019. With resources being put to use more 
efficiently, content owners will be able to 
provide a higher quality service while still 
keeping costs at bay.

Shifting towards multi-
cloud and hybrid cloud 
environments

Widespread access to AV1 
in multi-codec scenarios

Now that practically all major browser vendors 
started supporting AV1 in their stable releases, 
we expect to see it shift into full gear. The 
very biggest players in online video will take 
the lead, with premium VOD services as 
forerunners, as they are able to spread the cost 
of computing resources. With improvements 
being introduced continuously, the required 
encoding times will continue to go down, 
turning the codec into a fully viable option 
for most usage scenarios. The shift towards 
AV1 comes in tow with the trend towards 
multi-codec environments, which we will see 
accelerating in 2019. Content providers will 
look to apply the best solution for each specific 
scenario and multi-codec is a great answer to 
this challenge.

3. 4.

AI applications 
augmenting encoding 
quality and effi  ciency

The rising importance of 
the developer infl uence

Encoding augmented through the use of 
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning is 
likely going to make a few more crucial steps 
along the way in 2019. Bitmovin has already 
demonstrated what AI-enabled encoding can 
do, with the implementation of ML into the 
Three-Pass Encoding procedure. Analyzing 
content during different stages of the delivery 
is one of the key applications, where AI can 
help to optimize the encoding process and 
unlock new levels of quality and efficiency. 
With super high-resolution content becoming 
increasingly important, efficiency is going 
to play a crucial role and we see the smart 
implementation of AI as a major driver in 
getting ready for a mass-market realization.

We love the new term “devsumer” coined 
by technology investor Elad Gil introduced 
in his recent blog post. We see the market 
growing to expand to all types of diverse 
“makers” who are replacing what used to be 
expensive consulting services to assemble 
developer tools together. These devsumers 
are growing in numbers and are smart more 
than capable of putting things together 
on their own. They don’t need pretty GUIs, 
instead they’re looking for reliable and 
well-documented tools. We’re looking 
forward to expanding our own resources 
and documentation to support this growing 
group of technology makers, stay tuned.

5. 6.

Trends in Online Video for 2019Trends in Online Video for 2019
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Your
Encoding
Team

The progress towards our encoder 
V2.0 release encompassed a 
broad range of features, but the 
most impactful for our customers 
have been those relating to 
quality enhancement through 
stream optimizations. From my 
perspective there were two stand 
out achievements in these areas 
and they were Per-Title Encoding 
and 3-pass Encoding. Both of 
these features have a huge impact 
on quality, and what’s more, they 
can be used in combination with 
each other to further improve the 
efficiency of the video stream.

As well as the improved QoE 
from quality enhancements, the 
improvements in encoding efficiency 
provide opportunities for our 
customers to reduce costs in storage, 
bandwidth consumption and in the 
actual encoding process itself. The 
success that we have enjoyed so 
far in 2018 has been largely due to 
a growing team of great engineers 
and a significant part of that has 
come from our research team, which 
includes a newly established office in 
Berlin. These guys and girls have been 
pushing our technology stack forward 
and seen us hit some very exciting 
milestones. We have continued 
to spearhead the development 
of real world applications for AV1 
and now offer AV1 encoding as a 
standard feature. We have also 
made significant progress towards 
an AI driven enhancement to our 
3-Pass encoding feature which 
further increases the speed of the 
initial asset analysis and improves 
the resulting quality generated.

Martin Smole
Director Encoding

The next six months will see us 
continue along a similar path. 
The team will continue to grow 
and we will continue to focus 
on quality and efficiency. There 
is still some performance to be 
squeezed out of the encoding 
engine, and that will include 
integrating our AI engine into 
the standard encoding platform 
and making it available to all of 
our customers.

Your Encoding Team

Read More! Stay up-to-date with our latest Bitmovin Encoder release notes. 
bitmovin.com/zine3/1/
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The Bitmovin encoding service runs on Kubernetes and Docker. This enables two of its most powerful 
features: Firstly, it runs in containers, giving you the ability to scale your encoding processes to achieve 
massive gains in both performance and reliability.

Secondly it can run on virtually any hardware, giving you complete control, not only over your encodings, 
but of your entire infrastructure. No vendor lock-ins, no more expensive hardware encoders, no more 
single point of failure.

We know how hard it can to be to manage an infl exible hardware stack. 
That is why we built a hardware agnostic, encoding stack with fl exibility 
and performance in mind.

Massively Distributed Video 
Encoding That Runs Anywhere

Take a video, split it into chunks, and encode segments simultaneously 
across multiple instances. With this approach a video can be encoded 
with speeds of 100x real-time, or even faster. It also enables real-time live 
streaming with multiple renditions and sophisticated codecs such as VP9, 
HEVC and AV1

We know how painful it can be to integrate an inflexible encoding 
API or fiddle around with ffmpeg on the command line.  The 
Bitmovin API makes you integrations easy, with all the development 
tools you need.

Bitmovin’s containerized encoding architecture can encode at up 
to 100x real-time.  Time-sensitive videos can be made public within 
seconds, securing the first to air advantage and the lion’s sahre of 
the ad revenue.

By encoding with state of the art codecs, like HEVC, VP9, and AV1, 
you can stream the highest possible quality and at the same time 
minimize your bandwidth costs.

By encoding into adapative streaming formats: MPEG-DASH and 
HLS, you can ensure that your videos will play in every browser and in 
every device, in standard and 360O formats.

Horizontal Scalability Multiplies Video 
Encoding Performance and Reliability

Bitmovin has API clients for all the major languages as well as 
comprehensive documentation, tutorials and examples so you 
and your team can kick off  your fi rst encoding within just a few 
minutes of signing up.

Save on Integration with Simple Workfl ow Solutions

Get Online Faster to Maximize Ad Revenue

Deliver Unbeatable Video Quality & User Experience

Stream High Quality to Every Device and Browser

Your Encoding Team Your Encoding Team

Storage / CDNCoordinator

The video file is split into chunks to maintain encoder performance

Video
Asset

Encoding Worker
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Bitmovin API

Storage & Delivery

Cloud StorageOn-Premise Storage 

Public
Cloud

On-Premise
Private Cloud

Using 
Microservices 
and Containers 
for Video 
Encoding

Video encoding is a complex and compute intensive task 
which is well suited to leverage the cloud thanks to its ability to 
quickly scale compute intensive operations. In other words, you 
can get massive computing power that scales very quickly to 
deal with the heavy requirements of encoding software.

Until recently, however, the majority of cloud solutions have 
operated as large, monolithic cloud services that require one 
or more discrete servers to operate (or an entire virtualized 
operating system for each task). This leads to relatively high 
operation costs and large integrated code bases that can be 
difficult to maintain. Furthermore, many commercial cloud 
services only allow access to their product through a single, 
bulky API, making it difficult to allow customers to use and fine 
tune individual services or manage the cost structure to allow 
the service to scale for their needs.

Leveraging 
microservices 
and containers 
to create and 
advanced, 
scalable, and 
powerful video 
encoding service.

Microservices and Containers
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Public CloudOn-Premise Private Cloud

Whether you’re managing your own custom 
containerized microservices or leveraging containers 
from third-party vendors they are all managed by 
an orchestrator, a piece of software which attributes 
resources and handles scheduling. Most any Docker 
orchestrator is sufficient as all systems are supported. 
Bitmovin uses Kubernetes as an orchestrator for our 
own infrastructure, so we are familiar with the system 
and know it inside and out.

Prioritization in handling encoding jobs is another major 
challenge which impacts upon live content distribution 
as well as video on demand. Again, these requirements 
create an environment in which cloud-based video 
encoding using orchestrated containerization really 
shines: Encoding jobs can be prioritized between 

instances, jobs can be queued, stopped and resources 
shifted. Using this feature, encoding jobs can be sped 
up temporarily. For example if there is live content, 
which has to be processed practically in real time, other 
encoding jobs can be stopped to free up resources for 
the job with a higher priority.

You can configure your orchestration system along 
with your specific cloud environment to allow for a 
balance between cost efficiency and accelerated 
encoding. Resources can be freed up as soon as a 
time-critical encoding procedure has been finished. Big 
cloud providers are realizing the need for on-demand 
resource booking and flexible price structures and 
adjust accordingly, like Amazon’s AWS with their spot 
instances or Google’s preemptible VM instances.

Deploying
Containerized
Microservices

One of the newest trends making use of the container 
model is to allow third-party applications to run in your 
own server environment deployed as nicely packaged 
containers. Instead of accessing a cloud-based service 
through a single API and paying a volume-based usage 
fee, you can pay a fixed software license fee and then 
leverage your existing server infrastructure resulting in 
potentially significant savings.

For example, Bitmovin’s encoding services are available 
both as a cloud-based API and as a downloadable 
containerized package that can run on your own 
infrastructure. This allows you to determine the right 
mixture of deployment environment depending on your 
needs — ranging from a shared cloud like Amazon Web 
Services to on-premise with your own hardware, or 

even a hybrid combination of both. Another important 
advantage of containerized deployment of third-party 
services is that they are by design capable of running 
virtually anywhere – on commodity hardware, on 
heterogeneous clusters, on homogeneous clusters, on 
high-performing instances or on weaker instances.

Using containerized encoding instances with on-
premise commodity hardware provides a very 
compelling cost savings when compared to traditional 
dedicated broadcast encoding hardware. Further, the 
ability to instantly scale to the cloud for peak loads and 
to re-purpose local hardware for alternate uses provides 
a killer combination of benefits, finally delivering on the 
promise of a virtualized infrastructure for broadcast 
video workflows.

Let’s start with some definitions. The pattern 
of “microservices” is a type of software 
architecture, designed to work with fine 
grained, portable services and lightweight 
protocols to ensure a high level of modularity 
and flexibility. This allows for an architecture 
that works well with automated testing and 
automated deployment, as each microservice 
can be modified individually enabling updates 
and roll outs with virtually no downtimes.

Containers, on the other hand are lightweight, 
standalone, executable packages of a piece 
of software that includes everything needed 
to run it: code, runtime, system tools, system 
libraries, and settings. Microservices are often 
packaged and run inside of containers. They 
provide everything a given service needs to 
run, but put the software in isolation from other 
parts of the
operating systems or other services running 
on the same machine. This enables a precise 
attribution of processing resources on 
operating-system-level, so that processes can 
be managed efficiently. Docker is a popular 
software containerization platform used 
by Bitmovin to implement a “chunk-based” 
approach to video encoding.

Compared to monolithic style architectures where 
code and library dependencies are more static 
in nature and the whole construct grows with the 
expanding complexity, software architecture based 
on microservices offers two major benefits:

In a software architecture based on microservices, 
only APIs are exposed externally which means 
that the processes delivering up to the API can 
be organized and arranged freely. For example, 
at Bitmovin we created our video encoding 
platform as a service-based architecture from 
the very beginning.  The encoders used are each 
microservices which can be scaled horizontally and 
have been designed to provide a high degree of 
portability and flexibility.

Deployment: Monolithic-based structures 
tend to grow too large to keep up with 
short release cycles. Microservices allow 
for shorter release cycles as every single 
service can be updated individually. This 
way, updates can be deployed almost 
instantly and without service interruptions.

Engineering culture: Microservices enable
development teams to work relatively 
independently and in different locations. 
Teams can be organized more loosely, tasks 
and responsibilities can be split up amonG 
them more effectively.

Containers as an alternative to monolithic third-party cloud services

What’s the diff erence between 
microservices and containers?

Why are microservices and
containers useful?

Enter microservices and containers: these programming patterns and deployment structures allow developers to 
more cost effectively harness the power of cloud computing while reducing code base complexity. Further, customers 
of previously monolithic commercial cloud services can now leverage containerized versions to more effectively take 
advantage of their existing computing resources — whether on premise or in the cloud.

Microservice and Containers to the Rescue

Microservices and ContainersMicroservices and Containers

Learn More! Watch a short video on setting up your own containerized encoding setup.
bitmovin.com/zine3/2/
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Live
Streaming

Have complete control over your live streams with a comprehensive and easy-to-use API to handle event-
based and 24/7 live streaming. Bitmovin’s powerful API integrates seamlessly into an end-to-end video delivery 
workflow and runs on any cloud or commodity hardware.

Bitmovin’s Live Streaming solution gives you the power and flexibility to build your ideal live-streaming setup. 
Our cloud-native encoding approach enables full access to live streams with no restrictions on resolutions, 
bitrates or codecs.

Stream in all the latest codecs, 
including HEVC, VP9, CMAF and AV1

Live HDR streaming

Ultra high frame rates (60/90FPS) 
and resolutions (4K)

Pre-integrated (Multi-) DRM provides

Various input formats, like RTMP, Zixi 
and SRT

Support for different ad integrations 
and broad ad server compatibility

Multi-codec live streaming

Reliability due to support for 
redundant input

API control across entire live 
streaming encoding workflow 

Comprehensive monitoring 
dashboards

Broad subtitle and caption support: 
608/708, WebVTT, TTML, etc.

Reduce latency during live streaming events and 
increase fan engagement

Monitor latency and playback performance with 
Bitmovin Analytics

Get your VoD assets online immediately after the 
live event with Bitmovin Live-to-VoD. Decrease your 
encoding costs, reduce your hardware footprint and 
create a higher quality of experience for your users.

• No additional encoding costs
• VoD immediately available after live event
• Get your VoD clips online during live events
• Reuse content for e.g. social media marketing

Low-Latency Live Streaming

A reliable, scalable live streaming solutions on the 
worlds fastest encoding platform.

Live to VoD

Bitmovin’s containerized 
encoding allows a single live 
stream to be scaled across 
multiple instances to deliver 
the highest quality.

Live Streaming

Read More! See a step-by-step guide to creating a live stream from an RTMP source.
bitmovin.com/zine3/3/
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fuboTV is known for their loyal global fan base and a 
lineup of over 65 channels that rivals many traditional 
pay TV offerings. This “upstart streaming TV service” 
has been holding their own against deep- pocketed 
competitors like YouTube TV, Amazon and DirecTV. 
Their edgy ad campaigns, highly demanded sports 
content, and an emphasis on superior user experience 
come from a clear vision about what customers 
want and how to keep them happy. Once fuboTV 
was able to attract a fan’s attention with their high-
value content, they needed to provide a high- quality 
viewing experience to retain their hard fought viewers 
in an increasingly competitive marketplace.

When building their video infrastructure, the streaming 
video team at fuboTV was looking for a high 
performance solution: a player that would deliver a 
consistent user experience across devices, premium 
content protection, and a flexible video encoding 
platform that did not lock them into a specific 
hardware or cloud vendor. With Bitmovin, they found 

not just a capable product, but also an integration and 
development partner, together with BuyDRM & Zixi, 
as part of an agile cloud solution, unencumbered by 
legacy code bases.

As part of the deployment, Bitmovin is providing 
fuboTV with a cross-platform Video Player and cloud-
based encoding and encryption via the Bitmovin 
Encoding Service integrated with BuyDRM’s KeyOS 
Encryption Key API, the KeyOS MultiKey multi-DRM 
service and Zixi Feeder, for nine Showtime channels. 
The development teams of the two companies are 
tightly integrated to enable direct communications 
and quick turnaround times.

Even with fuboTV’s  loyal customer base, the 
competition for the sports fan is red-hot as subscribers 
consider more than just channel selection when 
making their choices – they want services that work 
across platforms, easy device casting, cable- like fast 
channel switching, and live & VOD DVR.

FuboTV
FuboTV brings live 
sports to global fans 
with Bitmovin Video 
Infrastructure

“Bitmovin engineering team has 
been great to work with. We were 
able to rely on them to become 
an extension of our engineering 
team. We were able to get our 
implementation to production with 
markedly better experience than 
our previous player. ”

Sung Ho Choi
Co-founder, fuboTV

Bitmovin video infrastructure gave fuboTV customization options,
speed to market and reliability to realize their vision and bring to market 
a service that customers love.

Case Study: FuboTV

Read More! See the full fuboTV case study online.
bitmovin.com/zine3/4/
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If you were to try and create a custom bitrate ladder for each and every title in your library it would 
create an enormous workload for your video team.

Per-Title Encoding offers a viable solution to this problem by automating the process. As shown in the 
figure above, the first step is to run a complexity analysis on each incoming video asset. This analysis 
results in a variety of measurements being passed to the AI engine which uses a machine learning 
model to adjust the encoding profile to match the content.

The result is that every video that runs through your encoding service is encoded with a bitrate ladder 
specific to the content of the video.

Per-Title Encoding is not a new concept, and has 
been used by industry leading content providers, 
like Netflix, for a number of years. The ultimate goal 
is to select a bitrate that provides enough room for 
the codec to encapsulate just enough information 
to present a perfect viewing experience, but no 
more. Another way of thinking about it is that the 
optimized adaptive package has been reduced 
down to just the information that viewers can 
actually enjoy. Anything beyond the human eye’s 
ability to perceive is stripped out.

This “optimal” bitrate varies for each type of 
content, and even from title to title. Action scenes 
or sports scenes typically require a higher bitrate 
to store the information, as they contain a lot of 
motion and less redundancies making each scene 
more complex. Therefore they also contain less 
opportunities to compress data without impacting 
the perceived quality of the content. On the other 
hand, documentaries typically have far less motion 
during any given scene, which leaves a codec more 
possibilities to compress the given information more 
effectively without losing perceptual quality. If you 
take those characteristics and adjust the encoding 
profile accordingly, you are able to lower the bitrate 
but still maintain an optimum perceived quality for 
your content.

By encoding video at bitrates appropriate to the 
content of the video file, content providers can 
make significant quality improvements as well as 
bandwidth savings.

Automating the creation of Per-Title Encodings

Automatically 
customize the bitrate 
ladder for each 
video based on the 
complexity of the 
video content to 
maximize quality

Introduction 
to Per-Title 
Encoding

Per-Title EncodingPer-Title Encoding

Storage / CDN

Video Asset

Complexity Analysis
Extract features from the source file
like fps, resolution, resulting bitrate
from multiple probe encodes, etc.

Encoding
The asset is encoded with
the adjusted bitrate ladder

ABR Encoded Content
The encoded content is delivered
to storage as per the normal
encoding workflow

Adjusted Encoding Profile
Use ML to predict a convex hull for
the video asset. Use it to generate
an optimized ABR profile

Learn More! Watch our webinar all about Per-Title Encoding.
bitmovin.com/zine3/5/
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Per-Title Encoding presents a significant improvement 
over fixed bitrate ladders, but any change to an 
existing encoding workflow requires some investment 
of time and effort. To help you determine if it makes 
sense to upgrade your workflow, we’ve created the 
Per-Title Ladder Benchmarking Tool (LBT). Upload 
your own test content and see a comparison of your 
existing bitrate ladder (or a standard default ladder) 
against the optimized Per-Title ladder.

As you run your content through our benchmark tool, 
you will be presented with three key metrics highlighted 
under “savings”: bitrate reduction, storage reduction and 
quality improvement. Each metric has a percentage 
value next to it, which, ideally, should be a positive value 
and thus highlighted with a green color. The outcome 
of the per-title encoding, and whether all three values 
indicate a positive value, largely depends on the type 
of video content. This means that not all three values 
will always necessarily show an improvement. But 
regardless of that result, per-title will in almost every 
case lead to a substantial boost in savings, viewer 
experience or both. In order to explore these factors a 
bit further, let’s go through each of them one by one.

Bitrate reduction is the metric you really want 
to keep your eyes on. As your content will 
be streamed or downloaded individually for 
each user and device, reducing the bitrate 
while maintaining or even improving the 
level of quality is the best possible way to 
keep bandwidth consumption at bay. The 
metric is calculated by comparing the bitrates 
used at different resolution levels along the 
bitrate ladder. The sum of all bitrates for each 
method (per-title and constant ladders) is 
calculated and the deviation between them is 
displayed as a percentage. As for most types 
of content per-title encoding is able to reduce 
the bitrate when compared to the standard 
HLS bitrate, you will usually see a positive 
percentage here. A higher percentage will 
result in more significant bandwidth savings.

For the storage reduction metric, we are 
looking at the size of the output files following 
the encoding procedure, calculate the 
difference between the outputs for each 
method and display the difference as a 
percentage. Predicting the storage reduction 
before the encode is a very complex process 
and not particularly reliable, so we are 
instead looking at the actual outcomes of the 
encodes for our comparison. The potential 
for storage reduction is quite high for some 
types of content, e.g. assets with long black 
screen sequences.  With a constant bitrate, 
these frames would be encoded with the full 
bitrate and thus very wastefully, whereas a 
per-title encode is far more efficient. While 
the possible reduction may be quite high 
at times, it’s important not to overrate the 
potential merit of reducing the storage. 
After all, storage capacities within CDNs is 
usually not too big of a factor in driving costs 
when compared to bandwidth usage while 
delivering the content to the consumer. It’s 
still something that is worth keeping an eye 
on, but will most likely be a third priority for 
most scenarios.

Jump start your transition to
Per-Title Encoding with the
Ladder Benchmark Tool

Measure the potential performance 
lift from Per-Title Encoding in 
terms of storage reduction, bitrate 
reduction, and quality improvement

The Three Metrics Explained

Bitrate Reduction

Storage Reduction

Per-Title EncodingPer-Title Encoding

(8758-1955)

x 100 = ~77%

8758

77%
Bitrate
reduction

Resolution Bitrate (Per-Title) Bitrate 
(Standard)

1920x1080 741 3672

1280x720 330 2204

1024x576 292 1250

768x432 224 801

640x360 200 593

384x216 168 283

(Bitrate Standard) - (Bitrates Per-Title) 

Sum of Bitrate for Standard

deviation
percentagex 100 =

(510 - 128)

x 100 = ~77%

510

75%
Storage
reduction

Resolution Bitrate (Per-Title) Bitrate 
(Standard)

1920x1080 49 MB 212 MB

1280x720 23 MB 129 MB

1024x576 19 MB 73 MB

768x432 15 MB 46 MB

640x360 12 MB 34 MB

384x216 10 MB 16 MB

(Outputs Standard) - (Outputs Per-Title) 

Outputs Standard

deviation
percentagex 100 =
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In order to arrive at a meaningful quality comparison, 
we are looking at the PSNR values at specific bitrates 
for each encoding profile. We’ll be looking at the 
PSNR for the per-title profile and the standard profile, 
for example at 240 kbit. If the PSNR is higher for the 
per-title encode, this will be indicated as a positive 
percentage value, based on the difference between 
the PSNR values. To calculate the overall quality 
improvement percentage, we are in fact “clipping” 
the PSNR chart for the standard profile in order to 
interpolate and account for very high bitrates, where 
the gain in PSNR lies beyond a perceivable increase 
in quality (and is thus inefficient). This provides an 

adjusted, more representative quality improvement 
metric, which indicates whether the per-title profile 
is providing an overall increase in quality. It should 
be noted though, that a small decrease may not 
necessarily be a bad thing, if it happens to coincide 
with a noticeable bitrate reduction. For most examples, 
the quality provided by using the per-title profile 
should be around the same as for the standard profile, 
with the exception of visually simple content (e. g. 
cartoons) where we are usually able to see a significant 
increase in quality.

Now that we have a deeper understanding of what our savings metrics actually entail, you might ask yourself what 
to look for primarily while trying to optimize your video workflows. As mentioned, the metric that probably yields 
the most potential for savings is bitrate reduction. Ideally, bitrates should be as low as possible not only to save 
bandwidth but also to ensure fast delivery times. Combine that with looking at the quality improvement metric to 
keep a close eye on the viewer experience. In a perfect scenario, even a major reduction in bitrate should provide 
the same quality or even a slight improvement. The third metric, storage reduction, is worth looking at if CDN 
storage capacity is a concern, but not as significant when it comes to the user experience for the consumer.

It’s quick and easy to use the Ladder Benchmark Tool to estimate savings from your actual source content, and it is 
offered for as part of a free Bitmovin trial account or existing paid account. Simple point your browser to bitmovin.
com/lbt. Be sure to have a copy of your current encoding rendition settings and a copy (or portion of) of an original 
high quality source material.

Quality Improvement

Where to Look for the Sweet Spot?

Use the Ladder Benchmark Tool on your Own Content

70

Per-Title Profie Standard Profie

60

50

40

30

20

0 200 1000 2000 3000 4000

PSNR (dB)

Bitrare (kbps)

Encoding artifacts visible
at 35 dB and lower

No visible quality 
improvement at 
45 dB and higher

3 Pass
Encoding

Optimizing bitrate relies heavily on 
understanding the way humans perceive 
the quality of each video title that is 
encoded. By understanding the limits 
of the human eyes ability to appreciate 
the information presented, we can find 
opportunities to reduce bitrate without 
affecting the visual quality of the video 
for the human viewer. The Bitmovin 
Quality Index is a measurement of 
perceivable (by a human) visual quality 
and is used to drive our encoder’s 
decision making process. It works in a 
similar way to PSNR, SSIM and VMAF.

The Bitmovin
Quality Index

By leveraging the 
scalability of the 
containerized encoding 
system, 3-Pass Encoding 
achieves a new level of 
quality optimization.

Per-Title Encoding

Try Now! Use the Ladder Benchmark Tool on your own content.
bitmovin.com/zine3/6/
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As the name suggests, 3-Pass Encoding takes the 
standard 2-pass encoding procedures to a new level, 
but it is a lot more than just one more pass. 3-Pass 
encoding speeds up the analysis of each video and 
incorporates a machine learning engine that leverages 
historical encoding data to optimize the encoding. This 
not only speeds up your encodings, but also significantly 
improves the visual quality of your streams and 
optimizes bitrates. 

In 2-pass encoding, the entire video is analysed in the 
first pass, and the information from this analysis is 
used to optimize the second pass which is the actual 
encoding. The main disadvantage in this workflow is 
that the encoding is delayed as it needs to wait for the 
analysis in the first pass to finish.

In a 3-Pass AI Enhanced Encoding workflow the first 
pass is much faster. Using machine learning, with the 
assistance of a trained model, the encoder runs an 
accelerated high level analysiss to find the best settings 
for each chunk.

In the second pass, a more detailed analysis is made of 
each chunk individually. Different encoding parameters 
are tested to find the settings that deliver the best 
visual quality (PSNR, SSIM, VMAF). Because this 
analysis is performed individually for each chunk, this 
process can be performed in parallel, and thus avoids 
the need for any delay in the overall encoding time.

In the third and final pass, the results of both analysis 
steps are combined to optimize the rate control 
algorithm for encoding each chunk. This ensures quality 
optimized distribution of bitrate throughout the whole 
file, which means your video will improve in quality and 
stream at optimal bandwidth efficiency. A machine 
learning engine that performs the analysis, works from 
a model that is constantly being trained with various 
sources from our daily workload. This allows it to 
continually evolve and adapt to newer types of content.

Encoding your videos with 
Multi-Codec Streaming can 
double video quality, reduce 
bandwidth consumption and 
maximize device reach.

What is 
Multi-Codec 
Streaming?

3-Pass Encoding

Video Asset

Encoding Master

Encoding 
Workers

Pass 2
Detailed Chunk
Analysis

Pass 1
High Level Analysis

Pass 3
Encode with optimized 
rate control

Optimized ABR
Encoded Content

Read More! Check out our in-depth technical writeup of 3-Pass encoding.
bitmovin.com/zine3/7/
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H.264 (also known as AVC) is currently the most 
widely used codec in online video. Nearly every 
device and operating system supports decoding 
either on hardware or software. But although this 
compression technology is widely supported, it is 
nowhere near the most efficient codec available in 
terms of compression ratios. Next generation codecs 
such as VP9 and H.265 (also known as HEVC) have 
been proven to deliver up to 50% bitrate savings 
when compared to H.264. Once AV1 hits the 
commercial market it will likely offer another 30% 
saving on top. 

The recently collected results of the 2018 video developer report shows that a large proportion of video 
developers around the world are preparing their workflows to support multiple codecs in the near future. The 
concept of “Multi-Codec Streaming” is a perfect way to future proof your workflow by enabling your player to 
auto-detect the browser capabilities and stream the best codec for each user. To learn how you can implement a 
multi-codec strategy for your workflow, let’s start with the current state of codec usage. 

The difficulty in using the next generation codecs 
(HEVC, VP9 and AV1) is their limited browser 
support. HEVC is supported by Apple devices 
equipped with iOS 11 and macOS High Sierra, and 
also by most 4K SmartTVs and Microsoft Edge for 
Windows 10 (when a hardware decoder is present 
in the device). VP9 is supported in Google Chrome, 
Firefox, Microsoft Edge and Android devices. This 
divided support situation has left many content 
providers defaulting to H.264 to ensure complete 
platform coverage.

The Current State of Codecs
The Challenges of Using Next 
Generation Codecs

Multi-Codec Streaming allows you to switch between codecs 
depending on the users platform capabilities, ensuring that your 
video streams at maximum quality and bandwidth effi  ciency, 
improving QoE and reducing CDN costs.

How Multi-Codec Streaming Works

From a high level, Multi-Codec 
Streaming is a simple concept. The 
Player identifies the viewer’s platform 
capabilities and streams a video to 
best fit the system it is playing on.

The first stage in the multi-codec 
workflow requires encoding each 
video into all of the codecs that you 
wish to support. In most cases this will 
be H.264, HEVC and VP9, however AV1 
is already available and will soon be 
commercially viable. (The Bitmovin 
encoder also supports a number of 
other codecs.)

Once the encoding is complete, the 
adaptive bitrate packages are moved 
to your storage system where they are 
immediately available for streaming. 
The manifest file of the multi-codec 
enabled adaptive package contains 
information for the player that tells 
it which codecs are available. Each 
time a user hits the play button the 
Bitmovin Player will analyze their 
system and select a stream encoded 
with the most efficient codec for their 
device and platform.

Multi-Codec StreamingMulti-Codec Streaming

Storage / CDN

H.264 HEVC VP9 AV1 other

Video Encoding
The encoding process for
Multi-Codec streaming needs
to include all of the codecs
that you want to support

ABR Package
With optimal codec
for each platform

Multi-Codec 
Decision Engine
The Player will select 
the most efficient
codec based on the 
user’s platform

Video Manifest
Including available
codec information

14.57%

59.82%

6.08%

5.07%

3.39%

2.93%

2.88%

1.99%

1.4%

1.87%

Chrome

Safari

UC Browser

Firefox

Opera

IE

Samsung Internet

Edge

Android

Other

Browser Market Share Worldwide (Feb 2019 - Feb 2019)

Learn More! See how next generation codecs stack up in our “Battle of the Codecs.”
bitmovin.com/zine3/8/

Learn More! Read our blog post on how to get ready for a multi-codec world.
bitmovin.com/zine3/9/
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In September 2015 the Alliance for Open Media 
(AOMedia) was founded by leading companies from 
various industries with an association to media 
technology. Among them are browser vendors like 
Google, Mozilla, Apple and Microsoft, hardware 
vendors like AMD, ARM, Intel, and NVIDIA, and 
content providers like Amazon and Netflix. When 

comparing AV1 specifically with HEVC, it is fair to say 
that the biggest competitive advantage of AV1 will 
be that it is royalty-free. The AV1 codec has its roots 
in the codebase of Google’s VP9/VP10 codec with an 
additional 77 experimental coding tools that have been 
added and/or are under consideration.

In November 2018 Microsoft released its beta AV1 
Video Extension for Windows 10. This free app, 
downloadable from the Microsoft Store for compatible 
Windows 10 devices, allows users to play videos that 
have been encoded using the AV1 video codec.

In February 2019 Intel released an open source CPU-
based encoder encoder for Windows and Linux which 
it has continued do update regularly for a few months 
(up until the publishing date of this magazine) with 
some users reporting significant speed improvements 

compared to its initial release (per testing from 
Michael Larabel at Phoronix.com).

In March 2019 Google announced that its forthcoming 
Android Q mobile operating system will be adding 
support for AV1. With other prominent hardware 
makers such as Apple, Nvidia and AMD we hope to 
see further hardware and device announcements later 
this year.

Who is Developing AV1 and Why?

What is New for AV1 in the Past 6 Months?

The AV1 Codec

The new Versatile Video Codec (VVC) started where the current industry standard HEVC technology left off. More of a 
natural progression than a quantum leap, the new VVC features several evolutionary refinements -- along with a handful 
of powerful new coding tools designed to take video compression to the next level.

Other significant improvements in the VVC include Enhanced Arithmetic Coding, In-loop Filtering, Palette Coding and 
four different separable transforms replacing the single construct in HEVC. 
 
Scheduled to release in October 2020, there are still lots of questions to be answered about the new Versatile Video 
Codec. Like everyone else, the VVC is a work-in-progress. But as details about the next evolution in video streaming 
technology become clear, we’ll make sure to keep you in the know. 

Video Block Partitioning

Like its name implies, VVC 
is compatible with almost 
any video format. From low 
resolution to high, HDR, 360, 
omni-directional, and more -- 
regardless of the medium, the 
new VVC doesn’t discriminate.  

VVC uses image data decoded 
from one block in a frame to 
predict data in neighboring 
blocks. But with more and larger 
blocks, including data for picture, 
color and motion, VVC prediction 
is more detailed and precise. 

Versatility Prediction

Thinking outside the square, 
VVC allows images to be split 
up into smaller and more 
complex units, With multiple 
possible splits embedded in a 
multi-tree structure, images 
can be decoded to provide 
more accurate prediction and 
efficient compression.

VVC

What is VVC and Why Does it Matter?

Read More! Five cool encoding enhancements coming in AV1.
bitmovin.com/zine3/10/ Learn More! Read our in-depth analysis of the next generation VVC improvements.

bitmovin.com/zine3/11/
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Your
Player 
Team

Machine Learning

1. https://creatoracademy.youtube.com/page/lesson/thumbnails

2. Average for Wistia (34%) and Vidyard (15%). Source: https://wistia.com/learn/marketing/optimizing-play-rates
https://www.vidyard.com/blog/video-roi-how-vidyard-increased-the-ctr-homepage-video-15/

3. https://monetizepros.com/cpm-rate-guide/video/

Increase click-rates and make your content more attractive to 
your viewers

Today, the most common way of creating thumbnails and 
sprites for videos involves selecting frames based on fixed 
time segments: for example, creating sprites by selecting 
a frame every 10 seconds or creating a thumbnail by 
selecting a frame 30 seconds from the start of a video.

This often leads to thumbnails and sprites displaying 
misleading imagery, or in some cases even showing out-of-
focus or black frames. Also, this often leads to images that 
are unrepresentative of the content at hand. For example, 
a video stacked with images of human interaction might 
end up with a random building as a thumbnail image. This 
is an important issue because, by building an emotional 
connection with the viewers, especially thumbnails 
displaying humans tend to perform better.

YouTube recently underlined the importance of relevant 
thumbnails by publishing that 90% of their best 
performing videos have custom thumbnails.1 Tests by 
Wistia and Vidyard showed that custom thumbnails can, 
on average, increase your click rate by 25%.2  For a site 
with around 5 million clicks per day, assuming $8 CPM,3 
we’re talking about losing $10k in ad revenues daily just 
because of automatic thumbnails.

In short, videos with random thumbnails perform worse 
than videos with representative thumbnails. This leads to 
lower CTRs (click-through rates), and in consequence, to 
decreasing ad revenues for ad-supported video offerings 
and to higher churn rates for subscription-based services.

Nonetheless, manual thumbnail creation uses up lots of 
resources, especially when services offer videos at scale, 
for example through integrating user-generated content 
into their offering. But also the average publisher uploads 

around 40 videos daily, which is already a threshold at 
which manual thumbnail creation for every single video 
becomes too resource intensive.

The answer? Train an algorithm to select the most suitable 
thumbnails and sprites.

Machine learning based thumbnail creation can increase 
the relevance of the thumbnails and sprites, without using 
any additional manual resources for this task. 

This can happen in two ways – either the algorithm selects 
the most suitable sprites and thumbnails from a video 
based on a description text. Alternatively, the algorithm 
can select sprites and thumbnails by looking at the 
frequency of occurrence of certain objects and faces.

But applying an object detection algorithm to your video 
workflow is not limited to a thumbnail creation use-case. 
Information about detected objects and content can be 
transformed into metadata, which can be provided to 
advertisers, enabling more targeted advertising, warranting 
higher CPMs from advertisers.

By providing additional data points, ML learning based 
indexation of videos also has the potential to help content 
creators to quantitatively assess the performance of 
different types of content better. Plus, by applying tags 
about detected objects to videos, the method can save 
valuable resources when archiving footage and makes 
it much easier to find relevant content again after it has 
been archived.

Machine Learning-based Object Detection
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Your Player Team

Play High Quality 
Video in Every Browser 
on Every Platform
We know the challenges and amount of work 
required to play HLS & MPEG-DASH streams 
smoothly across all the different browsers, 
operating systems and devices. DRM and 
advertising support, which is a requirement for 
most platforms, makes it even more complicated.

Compatibility across all platforms is a goal we 
strive for. It’s much more than just the web player. 
We have developed a native player for Android, 
iOS, tvOS and SmartTVs as well as desktop apps 
to help deliver video to your users, regardless of 
which platform they use.

2019 is off to an exciting start at Bitmovin, especially 
for the Player Team. We started off by winning the Best 
Performing Product Award for 2018 at our annual January 
Sales Kickoff in Austria. We grew our small but mighty 
team by 8 engineers, welcomed a Product Manager and 
added a Test Automation Lead to grow our QA team. 

Thanks to our new additions and a lot of hard work
from everyone, we have really accelerated our 
development pipeline.

One of our biggest commitments is to provide a one-
stop player solution that works on every single device 
used by viewers to watch videos. On that note, we are 
very excited to announce the addition of Roku, Samsung 
Tizen and LG WebOS player SDKs to our Player family. 
These new player sdks solve a lot of very tricky video 
playback problems on these devices, especially for 
secure content delivery and simplifies the overall video 
development process by providing the same cross-
device unified Player APIs that customers can use to 
build out their bespoke and rich video experiences.

We have also continued to add more features to 
our existing SDKs: Android, Amazon’s Fire OS, iOS, 
tvOS and Web. In addition to Roku, our platform 
support in general has increased with the addition 
of a number of set-top boxes as well as gaming 
consoles like Microsoft XBox One.  
   
One of the major steps this year has been the release of 
Bitmovin Ads Module (BAM) in Player V8. The new BAM 

module supports all the latest features for VAST 4: ad 
verification to help publishers track and maximize ad 
fulfilment, ad interactivity controls and rich tracking to 
help publishers run high CPM, engaging ad experiences 
and support for all the latest standards that enable 
seamless server side ad insertion integrations.

We’ve continued to invest heavily in our Modular Player 
approach, which has really opened up the player, making 
it much easier to use via unified Player APIs. All of our 
existing client-side ad features are now accessible via the 
API - including the newly added support for Google DFP, 
Freewheel and Yospace ad modules - and this upgrade 
also enables the easy addition of any additional ad 
SDKs, as well as deep network controls. The underlying 
adaptive bitrate logic has gone through a major overhaul 
and we have achieved measurable quality increases 
and buffering reductions. Our DRM modules have also 
been beefed up to support key rotation to increase 
security for premium or studio grade content. 

We’re also excited to announce the availability of CMAF 
Low Latency module in our HTML5 and Player SDKs. 
This new module supports live event streaming at sub 
3 second latency helping content owners to deliver 
online streaming at broadcast latency expectations.
  
Next steps for the Player team will be the addition 
of manifest control to the API, as well as opening 
up the possibility to develop custom modules 
to work with the new modular structure.

Daniel Weinberger 
Director Player

Your Player Team

Unified
API

Unified Player
Configuration

Unified
User Inferface

TVs & STBsiOSAndroidHTML5

Read More! Stay up-to-date with our latest Bitmovin Player release notes.
bitmovin.com/zine3/12/
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Low Latency 
Streaming
Latency is a major challenge 
for the online video industry. 
This article takes us through 
what latency is, why it’s 
important for streaming 
and how CMAF low latency 
streaming can help to solve 
the problems.

Module Based Approach 
Makes the Video Player Faster
This modular approach delivers a lightning fast startup 
by allowing you to optimize the fi le size of your player, 
saving bandwidth and improving user experience.

The Bitmovin Player V8 is built with a modular 
structure that allows you to include functions that 
are important for your workflow and to exclude 
anything that is not. 

By removing unwanted code (modules)
the final size of your player can be greatly reduced, 
which means faster download, lower bandwidth 
and ultimately a better user experience.

Your Player Team

HLS with fMP4 and
CEA-608/708 captions

HLS

Container
MP4

MSE
Renderer

ABR

HLS

CEA-608
/708

Subtitles Player

DRM protected DASH stream
and Chromecast support

DASH stream with TTML subtitles
WebM format and ad support

Player

Container
MP4

MSE
RendererABR MPEG

-DASH

Casting

DRM Player

MSE
Renderer

Container
WebM

ABR

TTML

MPEG
-DASH

Ads

Subtitles

Try Now! See a live demo of the Bitmovin modular player in action.
bitmovin.com/zine3/13/
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Low-Latency Streaming

Common Media Application Format (CMAF) 
was introduced in 2016 and was co-authored by 
Apple and Microsoft to create a standardized 
transport container for streaming VoD and 
linear media using the MPEG-DASH or HLS 
protocols. When live streaming, the media (video/
audio) is sent in segments that are each a few 
seconds (2-6 sec) long. This inherently adds 
a few seconds of delay from transmission to 
playback as the segments have to be encoded, 
delivered, downloaded, buffered and then 
rendered by the player client, all of which is 
limited at a minimum by the segment size.

CMAF now comes with a low latency mode 
where each segment can be split up into 
smaller units, called “chunks” where each chunk 
can be 500 milliseconds or lower depending 
on encoder configurations. With low latency 
CMAF or chunked CMAF, the player can now 
request incomplete segments and get all 

available chunks to render instead of waiting 
for the full segment to become available, 
thereby cutting latency down significantly. 

As shown in the diagram above, a “chunk” is the 
smallest referenceable media unit, by definition, 
containing a “moof” and “mdat” atom. The 
mdat holds a single IDR (Instantaneous Decoder 
Refresh) frame, which is required to begin every 
“segment”.  A “segment” is a collection of one or 
more “fragments”, and a “fragment” is a collection 
of one or more chunks. The “moof” box as shown 
in the diagram, is required by the player for 
decoding and rendering individual chunks.

At the transmit end of the chain, encoders can 
output each chunk for delivery immediately 
after encoding it, and the player can reference 
and decode each one separately.

What is CMAF Low Latency?

Live stream “latency” is the time delay between 
the transmission of actual live content from the 
source to when it is received and displayed by the 
playback device. Typical broadcast linear stream 
delay ranges anywhere from 3-5 seconds whereas 
online streaming has historically been anywhere 
from 30 seconds to over 60 seconds depending on 
the viewing device and the video workflow used.

The challenge for the online streaming industry is 
to reduce this latency to a range closer to linear 
broadcast signal latency (3-5 sec) or even lower, 
depending on the application needs. Therefore, 
many video providers have taken steps to optimize 
their live streaming workflows by rolling out new 
streaming standards like the Common Media 
Application Format (CMAF) and making changes to 
encoding, CDN delivery and playback technologies 
to close the latency gap and to provide near real 
time streaming experience for end users. This 
reduced latency for online linear video streaming 
is commonly referred to as “Low Latency”. 

Linear stream / signal latency represents 
a continuum, as indicated in the diagram 
above. This diagram illustrates the historic 
reality of online streaming protocols such 
as HLS and DASH exhibiting higher latency, 
and non adaptive bitrate protocols like RTP/
RTSP and WebRTC exhibiting much lower, 
sub-second latency. The discussion here is 
based on the adaptive bitrate protocols, HLS 
and MPEG-DASH. By adopting CMAF Low 
Latency streaming standards, technologies in 
the video ecosystem can now reduce latency 
to 3-5 seconds for live streaming use-cases.

Low-Latency Streaming
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Advertising 
Solutions That 
Reach Every 
Market

The Bitmovin Player has supported CMAF playback 
for a while now. Recently, we also added support 
for CMAF low latency playback for HTML5 (web) 
and native apps (mobile) platforms. The Bitmovin 
Player can be configured to turn on low latency 
mode which then enables the player to allow chunk-
based decoding and rendering without having 
to wait for the full segment to be downloaded.

The Bitmovin Player optimizes start up logic, 
determines buffer sizes and adjusts playback rate 
to achieve near to real live streaming latency. From 
our testing, this can go as low as 1.8 seconds while 
maintaining stream stability and good video quality. 
    
CMAF low latency is compatible with rest of the 
features that Bitmovin Player already supports 
today. (Ex: ads, DRM, analytics, closed captioning).
In the diagram shown above, player buffering 
and decoding behavior is shown, contrasting 
the standard segment (standard latency) 
mode with the chunked segment mode, 
corresponding to low latency streaming.

The diagram shows that in non-chunked segments, 
with a segment size of 4xC (where C is the size of 
the lowest granularity unit, the chunk, measured 

in milliseconds) and three-segment buffering, a 
14xC-second player latency is typically achieved. 

In contrast, chunked segments with CMAF are 
shown to achieve a 2xC second latency as 
opposed to a 14xC-second latency, thereby 
achieving a 7 times improvement in latency.

As viewers migrate from a large screen TV by 
appointment experience to a time-shifted, place-
shifted experience with multi-device online 
streaming, content producers and rights holders 
have responded by getting more premium content 
available online, as well as brand new classes of 
media experiences online involving interactivity and 
an emphasis on low latency delivery and playback.

The Bitmovin low latency solution was shown here to 
consist of the Bitmovin Player and Bitmovin Analytics 
products working together to balance the needs of 
low latency live streaming on multi-devices, while 
providing the level of insights needed to proactively 
determine the viewers’ quality of experience, and 
to take action in case undesired consequences 
appear as a result of low latency streaming.

What is Bitmovin doing to solve 
the latency problem?

Low-Latency Streaming
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Learn More! Watch our recent webinar all about low latency CMAF delivery.
bitmovin.com/zine3/14/
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Getting Around Ad Blockers 
With Server-Side Ad 
Insertion

According to PageFair, usage of ad 
blocking software is over 35% in some 
countries and growing. This ads up to 
millions of dollars in lost ad revenue.

The standard practice of including ads into 
a video stream on the client side has a lot 
of benefits. It is easy to implement, it can 
be added on top of just about any stream 
and it is compatible with all the major ad 
servers. But it has one major drawback, and 
that is that the ads are easy to detect.

The graphic below shows how a client side 
ad sits on top of the content and even 
streams from a different server. This makes 
it very easy for ad blockers to identify ads 
and block them.

We know that for many of our customers, 
advertising is a major part of their business 
model, so we make advertising support 
a top priority for our development team. 
The Bitmovin Player supports all the major 
advertising standards, and we continually 
develop and improve our ad support to keep up 
with the latest technology and techniques.

This support also extends to our native iOS, 
Android and TV player, helping you to monetize 
your videos across all devices and platforms. 
Our native player shares all the same API calls 
and events with the web player and a unified 
player configuration enables deployment to 
web and native mobile applications from the 
same config file.

Bitmovin advertising solutions 
are compatible with all common 
advertising standards supported by 
ad servers, like VAST, VPAID, VMAP, 
Google IMA, and Yospace
Extend Your Advertising Program Across all Devices and Platforms

Advertising Capabilities in the Web and Native Players
Device WEB MOBILE WEB iOS SDK ANDROID SDK

Ad Tag Formats         

Ad Scheduling (JSON, VMAP, API)         

Pre-, mid-, post-roll         

Ad Skipping        

Ad Waterfalling      

Ad Pods           

Overlay Ads      

Companion Ads        

Advertising for Live Video        

Advertising Solutions

Learn More! Dive deeper with our comprehensive resources on video advertising.
bitmovin.com/zine3/15/
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A basic setup for SSAI consists of the encoder 
connected to a backend and the manifest service, the 
ad provider and tracking servers and a player. The 
video assets and ad triggers are fed into the encoder. 
These triggers tell the player when to insert an ad. The 
encoded content is then placed on a storage or CDN 
where it can be requested by a client.

The request contains additional information for ad 
personalization and is forwarded to the manifest 
service. Based on this information, ad assets are 
requested and a personalized manifest will be delivered 
to the client. Once an ad break is reached, tracking 
data is sent to the reporting ad tracking server.

Server-Side Ad Insertion Deployment

Advertising Solutions

Keeping Your Ads Under
the Ad-Blocker Radar

Server-side ad insertion incorporates your ads into the content stream itself during the encoding stage, so the ads not only 
come from the same server as the rest of the content, but they are actually part of the same file. This makes it virtually 
impossible for ad blocking software to differentiate between normal content and advertising.

How do ads get into the content?
The content video is fed into the encoder from a content store or a live ingest. The ad break markers— e.g., in-band SCTE-
35 triggers or programmatically insertedtriggersviatheAPI—arerecognizedbythe encoder and the information is forwarded 
to the manifest service. The encoded segments are then written to storage or to a CDN directly.

When a client starts a streaming session, the manifest file is requested from the content storage or CDN. The request 
contains personalized custom data about the viewer and is forwarded to the manifest service. Based on this information, 
gathered from cross-site tracking and other personalization techniques, the manifest service creates the appropriate 
playlist (including ad content) for this streaming session. The chosen ad content is also placed on the same servers as 
the content video itself. Once playback starts and an ad break is reached, the ad content is presented to the viewer in a 
smooth and transition- free manner. Using signaling mechanisms, like ID3 tags in HLS, or EMSG data and MPD Events in 
case of MPEG-DASH, ad-related reports (e.g., ad started information, 25% played, etc.) will be sent to tracking servers from 
the player.

Advertising Solutions

Ad Server Encoder
Adblock ProtectionServer-Side Ads look just like

the rest of the video stream which
makes them virtually undetectable

ADS ADS

What does Bitmovin off er?
Bitmovin enables SSAI, using Bitmovin’s Cloud Encoding System and Bitmovin’s Player in combination with third-party ad 
providers, in an end-to-end scenario. It is also possible to use either product in combination with a 3rd party encoder or 
player. For video delivery, both MPEG-DASH and HLS can be used. Ad markers can either be set using in- band techniques 
like SCTE triggers or via a RESTful API. Ad assets are presented with Bitmovin’s Video Player in the same way as the video 
content itself to ensure smooth and transition-free playback.

Storage / CDN
SSAI slices ads directly
into the video stream
so that the can’t be
detected by ad-blockers
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Once the system is built, maintenance and enhancements are going to be the name of the game. Each of the 
components that I have mentioned in this article will require constant monitoring and regular updates, some much 
more often than others.
        
DRM for example is one of the more complicated parts of the puzzle because it has a lot of different technologies, 
and to be completely cross-browser compatible, you need to be using several systems.     
  
Other components, such as ad servers tend to change when new ad technologies are developed. Interactive ads are 
all the rage at the moment, and when they hit the market, every commercial player on the market rushed to develop 
a solution to support it.

If you are going down the open source path, then you need to go all the way, meaning that you become a 
contributor to the project. As you modify your player and add to the code base, you should feed your work back into 
the project. This will hopefully ensure that your work will be supported by future updates in the open source player 
project and avoids being cut off by a change of direction in the open source community. But to a large degree the 
direction of your code will be out of your control. If the community goes in an unexpected or unwanted direction, 
you might run into problems.

Open source is “all or nothing”

What about using open source players?

We’ve come across many customers who try to implement their fi rst 
video site and application through Browser Video Tags and Device Native 
Players. Through the course of their implementation, they realize that not 
all features are available out of the box and end up spending more time 
and resources to build it up. Using an open source player can offer you a huge shortcut to getting your player up and running. In most cases you 

start with a working product, and in a best case scenario, you have a team of developers keeping it up to date for you. 
But as a commercial enterprise, there are some major pitfalls, and I would strongly recommend against attempting to 
build a business on an open source player. I will explain my reasoning below.

Maintaining open source players can be a huge “time suck” and “resource drain”

What about outsourcing the player? How does it aff ect my overall costs?
Development and maintenance of a video player is a significant investment, and will obviously create significant 
fixed costs for your business. An alternative to managing your video player in-house is to use a player that is 
hosted externally. An example of this is the Bitmovin player that runs from a JavaScript library that is completely 
hosted and maintained by the Bitmovin Player team. Installing the player is easy, and all of the maintenance and 
development is taken care of for you. 
      
For the majority of business models this is by far the most cost effective solution. An externally hosted player will 
charge on impressions. As your customer base grows, you will generate more revenue via ads or subscriptions. 
This aligns your expenditure with your revenue, so you can easily predict and manage your cash flow. It effectively 
replaces your fixed costs with a “cost per sale” equation.

Why Bitmovin Player

Comparing Open Source Players with Commercial Solutions
“I know what you’re thinking — a commercial video player provider is writing an article on why not to use open source, they sure 
must be biased. However, I wanted to offer a perspective from a former CTO of a video platform. Over a 5-year period starting 
in 2010, I founded and ran Vidcaster, a video marketing OVP acquired in 2015. For the entire life of the company we struggled 
with players, first starting with a commercial solution, then moving to open source, attracted by the siren call of free. Within a 
year we quickly realized our mistake as our engineering team became bogged down with low level video playback errors at the 
expense of developing unique feature sets to set our solution apart from competitors. Here are some thoughts I’d encourage 
you to consider as you compare open source vs. commercial players.” 

- Kieran Farr, VP Marketing

Analytics
Video analytics is one of the most critical pieces of all 
video playback workflows and unfortunately often gets 
implemented only later in a project’s life cycle, if at all. If 
you can’t measure it, you can’t improve it!
       
 
Multi-Codec Streaming & Advanced ABR
HTML5 tags, AVPlayer and ExoPlayer will look OK from 
your dev. environment with your enterprise grade internet 
connection, but out in the real world, with real customers 
on consumer connections, you’ll need something better.
       
 
Network API
Most built-in player frameworks have limited support for 
manipulating network requests. While this may seem 
like a geeky developer tool, sometimes you really need 
access to HTTP request or response HEADERS for your 
particular application, rendering certain tasks quite 
challenging or even impossible.
       
 
Dynamic Ad Scheduling
If you’re publishing live video content supported by in-
stream advertising leveraging dynamic ad scheduling is 
a critical requirement.
       
    
Advertising: VAST and VMAP
While ExoPlayer’s ad tag support is pretty 
comprehensive, AVFoundation’s AVPlayer and HTML5 
video tags critically lacks built-in support for VAST or 
VMAP with IMA.

Chromecast
When you need it, you need it. For consumer 
entertainment content in the US, the Chromecast is a 
must-have and you’ll find it sorely missing in HTML5 
video tags and Apple’s AVFoundation / AVPlayer 
framework for iOS.
       
 
Cross-Platform Unifi ed Styling
Though not critical at first, as your multi-platform video 
project grows you will inevitably run into headaches as 
you start duplicating efforts to customize player design 
and user interface.
     

Image-Based Subtitles
Especially useful for re-purposing legacy media subtitles 
and for non-latin languages, image-based subtitles offer 
the ability to use an image file such as a PNG or other 
bitmap format to represent pages of captions.
       
 
VR/360
Last but not least, immersive video can often be the icing 
on the cake to complete your app’s beautiful experience. 
360 video and interactive VR streams are not supported 
by either of the two native solutions.

Why Bitmovin Player

Top 9 Features Missing 
from Native Players

Learn More! Watch our webinar on implementing the native Bitmovin Player SDKs.
bitmovin.com/zine3/16/
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In March 2018, ClassPass launched ClassPass Live, a live-streamed, interactive fitness video offering that brings 
boutique quality fitness to members wherever they are.

With the main studio being located in Industry City, Brooklyn, NY, where classes are organized and captured on 
camera, the challenge of how to process that video and package the overall immersive experience for ClassPass 
Live subscribers scattered throughout the U.S. quickly rose to the forefront.

When the ClassPass development team surveyed the market for available technology, they quickly realized that 
many of the features around the immersive experience needed to be built from scratch.  They required an online 
streaming video player available on multiple devices that would have the flexibility through well-defined and well-
documented API’s that would allow integration to subsrcriber-side accessories that are required for the experience.

The key subscriber-side accessory is a heart rate monitor that would be strapped on, and information integrated 
into the video player included:

• A competitive leaderboard showing the subscriber’s performance in real-time
• Real-time heart rate, as well as target heart rate zones
• Calories burned

And very importantly, the user experience the team was targeting was a “large screen” immersive experience that 
was consistently applicable across mobile platforms for as widespread of a reach as possible.

The “large screen” user experience requirement resulted 
in the subscriber’s display being done on a desktop 
computer, or on a TV through a Chromecast device.  
Addtional requirements included:

• HTML5 to be used for the web player
• Chromecast to be supported by Android/iOS 

mobile players, as well as web players

The Bitmovin Web Player and the Bitmovin Andoid/
iOS SDK’s were chosen for their unified API approach.  
This unified API allowed ClassPass to streamline 
development by avoiding the need to specialize in 
disparate player stacks for the initial development 
and ongoing support.  The customizable user interface 
across the platforms also offered the ability to create 
the interactive UI specific to ClassPass’ needs.

Bitmovin Analytics was also seen to be complementary 
to the players to provde ClassPass insights into usage.  
Analytics data provided by Bitmovin technology 
integrates into a wider system with other tools, and 
includes such quality of experience data as bufferng 
experienced on the player side.

The Challenge

The Solutions
“We wanted to create a 
unique experience that 
provides detailed information 
alongside a high-quality video 
experience.  It was essential 
that we used the very best 
technology to allow us to do 
this across a variety of devices.  
Bitmovin’s Player gives us the 
fl exibility we need to continue 
to make ClassPass Live the 
best way to get fi t.”

Atul Ohri
Head of Engineering
ClassPass Live

ClassPass Case Study

Customer Case 
Study: ClassPass

How the largest fi tness 
network launched a 
groundbreaking live 
streaming product 
using the Bitmovin cross 
platform player Read More! See the full ClassPass Live case study online.

bitmovin.com/zine3/17/
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Analytics holds the key to breaking through many of 
the big barriers that are stopping content providers 
from achieving their goals, which makes it one of 
the most exciting areas in the future of video.

2018 was a successful year for the Bitmovin 
Analytics team. It has seen us evolve from a 
team with some ground breaking ideas around 
quality, QoE and stream optimization, to an 
enterprise solution, delivering real results to real 
customers. We have had the pleasure of working 
organizations such as Antel, Telecom Slovenia 
and a range of others. And we have delivered 
significant improvements in their quality and 
efficiency, including being part of the Football 
World Cup 2018 live broadcast in South America.

Part of this success has come from the development 
of a number of open source dashboards that 
make it much easier for developers to get started 
using our system. In addition to these our own 
customer facing dashboard in the Bitmovin Portal 
has had a major overhaul and is now delivering 
some very powerful data and tools, including: 
A/B tests, network and technology usage, 
user behavior and video performance metrics 
like: bitrate, startup times and much more.

Significant steps forward in support for Android 
and iOS were also achieved and you will now 
find Bitmovin Analytics integrated into the 
Bitmovin Player out-of-the-box, making the 
entire process of assessing our offering and 
integrating our system much faster and easier.

Daniel Hölbling-Inzko
Director Analytics

Our analytics software was born in the early days of Bitmovin, as a flexible, API controlled measurement 
system for us to troubleshoot, monitor and optimize player performance and encoding configurations for our 
customers. The core goals for our analytics product is still the same, but looking forward we are working on 
expanding the reach and power of what we can measure and how we can not just present the data, but how we 
can react to it.

Your 
Analytics 
Team

Learn More! Check out our comprehensive resources on Bitmovin Analytics.
bitmovin.com/zine3/18/
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Video Analytics for 
Quality Optimization
Anyone who has worked in any online business 
will know that analytics is critical for any 
product or service trying to compete in any 
online market. The video industry is no different. 
And just like every other industry, there are 
some big changes on the horizon. Big data 
and artificial intelligence, specifically machine 
learning, are about to revolutionize the way 
users experience content. This combination of 
enormous banks of data and machine learning 

models will allow companies to build hugely 
powerful analytics engines that will take the 
planning and delivering of targeted content, 
advertising and programming into a whole 
new realm of sophistication. Furthermore it 
will facilitate the optimization of the entire 
video delivery workflow, delivering customized 
content, to suit users and their systems on an 
individual level.

Automatic Insights, 
Triggers and Events

The real power of a modern video analytics platform 
comes from the flexibility of a well designed API. An 
analytics API makes the system adaptable, so it can 
be integrated with other systems and collect data 
from a wide variety of sources. Furthermore it allows 
you to build queries with almost any combination 
of data. For example, you could ask it to produce a 
report on all regions where more than 1000 users 
experienced more than 10 seconds of buffering 
within any one hour period. This would automatically 
generate a report identifying times and regions 
experiencing poor quality of experience that need 
your attention.

By integrating other systems you can expand your 
analysis to incorporate registration, and trial period 
conversions compared to buffer rates or startup 
speeds. An integrated report such as this may 
identify that most of your trial customers are starting 
on one particular series, and so it may be worth 
investing in multi-codec streaming and extra bitrate 
renditions for that title to increase your conversion 
from trial to paid customers.

Another common use case is to enhance your 
support desk with real time data. By connecting your 
analytics system directly to your support interface 
via your API you can deliver real time events to your 
support team as they speak to your customers. 
The Bitmovin analytics system delivers events from 
the customer to the dashboard in approximately 
5 seconds. With this real-time view of a users 
session key information such as the users ISP can be 
immediately identified which can often highlight a 
problem instantly.

The rapid development of artificial intelligence and 
data modeling is opening up new possibilities for 
optimizing quality of experience using analytics 
data. As mentioned above, analyzing performance 
and using those insights can be a great way to solve 
a buffering problem, but it’s not perfect. The risk is 
that if our human assumptions are wrong, we could 
be wasting our time, or more likely, we won’t quite 
do it as well as we could have. Testing this sort of 
optimization on a live audience is time consuming 
and labor intensive.

This is where an advanced analytics technique such 
as predictive bitrate modeling can dramatically 
improve the efficiency of implementing such an 
optimization. By building Analytics machine learning 
models based on the historical data of your user 
base, thousands of possible bitrate ladders can 
be tested in a virtual environment. Metrics such as 
start-up times, buffering, adaptation and bitrates 
viewed, average bitrate (quality) and much more can 
be accurately predicted. The outcome is not only a 
huge time saving, but also a result that far surpasses 
a live testing scenario in terms of accuracy.

AI and big data is a major part of our future 
road- map, which will enable a range of predictive 
analytics applications. Data exports and business 
intelligence integrations are also high on our list, 
as we open up the data for our customers to use 
as they need to. Making it shareable within an 
organization, between different business systems. 
As well as making the data more accessible, we will 
expand the scope to incorporate more metrics, such 
as advertising and bandwidth performance data.

Future Predictions 
with Data Models

Analytics
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Valuable Insights Straight 
Out-of-the-Box
The default Bitmovin Analytics dashboard presents a 
range of useful insights as soon as you connect and 
install your player. Go to: bitmovin.com/dashboard.

Review which browsers perform best with your type 
of content by filtering and sorting the audience 
according to the browser used and average startup 
times. Match those statistics against your user 
demographics to optimize the delivery workflow for 
each browser by selecting the right configuration for 
a multi-codec streaming setup.

Identify bottlenecks by checking re-buffering 
percentages to see how often the stream has to 
pause during playback due to the content not 
loading fast enough. While in many cases such 

issues may lie on the viewer’s end, high re-buffering 
percentages may be an indicator to start looking to 
optimize bandwidth usage, for example by exploring 
per-title encoding.

Check performance metrics like startup times and 
error percentages to keep tabs on your viewer 
experience and see which content delivery networks 
perform best.

Learn about the behavior and composition of your 
audience: Which browsers and operating systems 
are they using? Where are they viewing your content 
from? How many errors are they experiencing? How 
long do they wait for the player to start? How often 
do they finish watching your content?

Analytics

A General Overview of Video Analytics
At the end of the day, analytics is here to help us learn 
more about our customers and their experiences. These 
insights allow us to make better decisions which help us 
to achieve our goals, which could include anything from 
increasing subscribers to delivering more advertising 
views, to reducing our churn rate. Analytics provides a 
guide to help us to make better decisions.

Dashboard overview
Your standard video analytics dashboard is built from 
various sets of metrics or data that flows from your 
system to the analytics engine. These data sets can be 
grouped in any number of ways. Often the first set of 
metrics that many dashboard will present is an overview 
of general performance. Total impressions, geographic 
locations, browser usage, most popular titles viewed, 
total number of users for a given time frame etc. These 
metrics are useful for monitoring large changes in the 
popularity of your platform or of particular content 
titles. And by analyzing these basic metrics against 
the time line you can also quickly see trends in viewing 
behavior such as spikes at various times during the 
week, or that coincide with particular events.

Behavioral data
Behavioral data adds another level of insight into the 
user experience. Measuring the use of your players 
interface, ie. the play button, pause, fast forward, 
thumbnailing scrolling etc. can show you problems 
with your interface, or possibly with specific titles. 
Events can be assigned to every user- driven action to 
give you a full picture of how users interact with your 
player. By looking at completion rates and where videos 
were abandoned problems in the content itself can be 
identified, and valuable information about the impact 
of ads in your content can be analyzed. In subscriber-

based systems, where the user is identified by their 
account ID, longer-term pictures can be built. This is 
particularly valuable for “television series” type content, 
where users are watching seasons of episodes. Analytics 
can quickly identify which seasons or even which 
episodes are losing the viewers attention, and which are 
gaining audiences.

Ad performance data
Ad performance is another segment of your analytics 
platform, that can be of paramount importance to 
many content providers. The optimization of ad revenue 
hangs entirely on the ability to analyze and report 
on the performance of ads, and how users respond 
to them. Metrics like how many ads are viewed, how 
many and which ones are skipped. AB testing pre-roll vs 
mid-roll ads, for skip rates, or user abandonment rates. 
All of this and much more needs to be combined into 
coherent reports both for the content provider and
their advertisers.

Stream analytics
The last set of data might be referred to as stream or 
service analytics. These metrics give us insights into 
what is happening behind the user interface in the 
actual video delivery workflow itself. This set would start 
with metrics like buffer frequency, average startup time, 
errors, details on adaptation behavior. These “behind 
the scenes” metrics are extremely powerful when it 
comes to optimizing your user experience, because 
in many cases, the behaviors and trends that are 
presented in the first three datasets are symptomatic 
of underlying problems in your delivery workflow. 
Identifying and solving these complex underlying 
problems is the job of a modern video analytics system.

Analytics
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Google Data Studio is a great and free 
tool to create interactive dashboards and 
beautiful reports that fit your business 
intelligence needs – no code or database 
knowledge required. With the new Bitmovin 
Analytics Data Studio Connector it’s a 
breeze to bring your video analytics data to 
Google Data Studio, even without having 
a background as a software developer

Bitmovin Analytics for
Google Data Studio
With the new Bitmovin 
Analytics Data Studio 
Connector it’s a breeze to 
bring your video analytics 
data to Google Data Studio

Analytics

Easy A/B Comparison Thanks to 
Smart Filtering
If your goal is to compare specific values against one another, whether it be regions, CDNs or different players, 
devices or platforms, our dashboard offers the possibility to easily filter and compare metrics with one another. It’s 
as simple as selecting the metrics you would like to compare and adding it to the graph view.

Certain statistics can be drilled down to reveal more detail. For example, you could filter re-buffering percentages by 
country to see in which regions viewers are more likely to face interruptions. Then you can break that down further 
to show percentages on a per player basis. Add a comparison view and you’ll be able to pinpoint which players are 
under performing within which areas.

Analytics
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Compared to traditional advertising, online advertising 
has huge benefits for advertisers and consumers alike. 
Targeting a specific audience to ensure your ad dollars 
are wisely spent is a huge deal. So instead of having a 
large audience watch the same ad on linear TV and just 
hoping that your intended target audience is watching, 
targeted online video can specifically target just a few 
people who are most likely to convert and who may 
also find value in the ad being shown to them. A better 
experience all around.

When advertising works it’s a win-win for both 
advertiser and consumer. But the unfortunate truth is 
that video experiences on the internet are sometimes 
less than stellar. When we do fall short of that ideal 
goal of relevant, technically flawless presentation, 
customers not only get really annoyed with the ads but 
also with the whole experience.

We’re proud to announce Bitmovin’s new Analytics 
Ads Dashboard recently launched in the Bitmovin 
Dashboard. Of course, this includes the standard 
things you’d expect to see in your analytics solution: 
Number of ad impressions, completion rates, and 
click-through rates (CTR). 

But where it gets really interesting is with our 
ability to break down all of these metrics and slice 
and dice it to get to exactly the data you want to 
see. So you could, for example, look at completion 
rates overall based on country of origin in relation 
to ad technologies used. Or whether or not users 
actually saw the ad (time in viewport), if you see this 
becoming a problem you can start making changes 
to the design of your site to avoid this.

Analytics for Video
Ad Serving

Understanding Ad 
Performance in Real Time

Analytics

Google Data Studio allows you to visualize your 
data through highly configurable charts and tables. 
The simple drag and drop report editor allows 
you to easily add charts and build reports without 
needing any deep technical knowledge. You can 
easily connect a variety of different data sources in 
one single report – for example, databases, Google 
Sheets, flat files or Bitmovin Analytics. The ability 

to pull all your data into one custom report that’s 
tailored to your company and business needs will 
make keeping an eye on multiple dashboards and 
reports a thing of the past. Sharing and collaboration 
are also built-in – Data Studio reports are stored as 
files on Google Drive, so it’s as easy to share your 
work with individuals, teams, or the world as in other 
Google collaboration tools like Google Sheets

Bitmovin Analytics can be configured as a data source 
in Google Data Studio to create your own beautiful 
reports. Your video analytics data becomes a data 
source for data coming in, allowing you to use all 
of the super Google Data Studio querying power 

to dig deeper into the insights that matter most for 
your business. All of the video playback data that 
you would expect is made available to Google Data 
Studio, from buffering and playback information to 
device type, browser, DRM usage, and much more.

What is Google Data Studio?

How does Bitmovin Analytics 
Connect to Google Data Studio?

Analytics

Try Now! Read this step-by-step guide to using Google Data Studio and Bitmovin Analytics
bitmovin.com/zine3/19/

Learn More! Read the full article on using Bitmovin Analytics for Ad Serving.
bitmovin.com/zine3/20/
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Znipe.TV was founded in 2016 with the purpose of 
delivering world-class eSports productions online, so 
that watching events at home is just as engaging as 
going to the arena to watch matches live. It provides 
users with digital passes, which includes in-game 
player POVs, match highlights and other player-
featured content. 

The global audience for video games is projected to 
be somewhere around 650 million by 2022. “eSports” is 
booming right now with competitive gaming expected 
to be a billion dollar industry in 2019, with its global 
audience expected to increase by more than 50% 
between now and 2023. 

Znipe.TV’s platform offers its users a bespoke viewing 
experience by empowering them to select the players 
and streams they want to follow and options on how 
to split the screen, giving them a unique perspective on 
every match. As a testament to Znipe.TV’s success, it 
now has a global audience who regularly tune into its 
programming to enjoy high-quality online experiences.

Case Study: Znipe.TV
How a leading eSports streaming property launched a unique multi-viewing 
live gaming experience using Bitmovin’s parallelized encoding technology

Case Study: Telekom Slovenije

Maximizing Ad Monetization Optimizing Ad Waterfalling
Another thing which obviously is hugely impactful 
is looking at all the reasons why some impressions 
were NOT monetized. It can be very helpful to see 
how many times your audience failed to load an ad 
SDK, or how many times the ad server returned an 
invalid/unparsable manifest. Especially if you are 
running your own internal ad server that waterfalls 
to external ones.

Another obvious target for optimization is the ad 
click rate as well as the position the ad was clicked 
on. You obviously want to prioritize ads that have 
high click-through rates and thus generate revenue 
for you, while resorting to ad servers that have very 
low click-through rates only at the very end of your 
chain. The more ad servers are involved in your ad 
waterfall the longer it usually takes for the user to 
load. So optimizing ad waterfalling is a key factor in 
improving the user’s experience on your platform.

But even just breaking down click rates by ad 
position can also be a huge help. If your audience 
responds much better to mid-rolls then why would 
you take the hefty performance penalty of doing a 
pre-roll before you were able to pique their interest?
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Analytics

“Bitmovin’s flexible and customizable technology 
has helped us in our unique broadcasting 
challenges: to seamlessly generate a vast amount 
of parallel live video feeds and present them to 
the user in the highest quality, wherever they are 
in the world. 

Znipe.TV’s unique service broadcasts a time-
synchronized video stream covering multiple angles, 
increases the demand placed on a transcoder 
service. Bitmovin has proven it is able to deliver 
all of our needs now and in the future with their 
fantastic technical roadmap. 

To achieve the unique Znipe.TV viewing experience, 
we chose Bitmovin’s encoding to handle the video 
transcoding so that we can focus on what we do 
best, providing world-class entertainment for fans 
globally, live and on demand.”

- Erik Åkerfeldt, CEO and Co-Founder of Znipe.TV 
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It seems silly that a high tech streaming company would publish a magazine, but here we are with a third 
edition. We tried out the magazine concept for NAB 2018 by combining what used to be separate product 
pamphlets in an effort to simplify our collateral printing process. We were surprised to hear such positive 
feedback -- some super fans told us they’ve read these front to back! We iterated on the concept for IBC 2018, 
introducing more general education on video streaming technology and concepts in addition to product-
focused pieces.

Now the biannual Bitmovin Magazine has taken on a life of its own! As we sourced content for this third edition 
we were stunned by the sheer volume available to us from the prolific work of our fellow Bitmovers -- easily 
enough to fill a book. What’s more, it comes from all teams: Marketing, Product, Engineering, Solutions, Front-
End, Support, Sales and Inside Sales, HR, Legal, Solutions, and even our PR Agency Platform Comms.

This is truly the team that makes things happen, and they do it for you, our customers and partners.

Thank you for entrusting us with your business. Let’s shape the future of video together.

Kieran Farr
VP Marketing

The Team That Makes Things Happen

After looking at a number of technologies available on the market, Bitmovin’s encoding solution quickly became 
the obvious choice to address Znipe.TV’s needs. 

Bitmovin’s solution was chosen because it offers the most flexible encoding on the market. It can be deployed in 
any cloud region of Znipe.TV’s preference, which means that streams can be encoded in the closest location to the 
respective eSports event. This guarantees fast turnaround times, low latency and an enhanced viewing experience. 

Bitmovin’s encoding solution can also be deployed in multiple public cloud environments. This means that Znipe.
TV could build failsafe options to continuously guarantee broadcast grade streams. Should one cloud provider 
experience problems or suffer an outage, Znipe.TV could have confidence that the show would go on.

Also, gaming footage, Znipe.TV’s main content, is generally complex to encode as it involves many small details 
and lots of movement. Bitmovin’s solution was best equipped to handle the complexity of the content at scale. 

Another important aspect for Znipe was that Bitmovin is an innovative company that has been a first mover in 
almost every significant development in online video.

For Znipe.TV this means that they can rely on Bitmovin to provide them with future-proof technology enabling new 
use-cases and constant efficiency improvement.

The Solution

Znipe.TV regularly streams different eSports live tournaments simultaneously from different locations around the 
world – this means that they have to handle as many as 30 streams at one time. 

In order to continue fulfilling its commitments to offering high-quality online experiences to its customers, 
it needed to deploy a next-generation cloud-based encoder that could run multiple encodings and deliver 
broadcast quality live streams. Additionally, Znipe.TV needed a flexible encoding platform that did not lock them 
in with a specific cloud vendor. This was so they could avoid single points of failure by having fall back options 
across different public clouds. 

Lastly, because Znipe.TV wanted to offer its customers multi-camera views, which enables fans to simultaneously 
view multiple players’ in-game feeds, alongside behind the scenes action, it needed an encoder that could operate 
at scale without making any compromises in terms of encoding speed. For example, a single stream can switch 
rapidly between gaming content, which has highly complex footage, to shots of talking heads with commentators, 
players and fans. 

The Problem

Case Study: Znipe.TV

Read More! See the full Znipe.TV case study online.
bitmovin.com/zine3/21/

Meet Us! See more about our company culture on our careers page.
bitmovin.com/zine3/22/
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Bitmovin is an innovative cloud-based API software solutions company that enables 
developers to play, encode and analyze video seamlessly, in broadcast quality, 
anywhere. The only limitation, is your imagination.

bitmovin.com/zine/daretostream
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